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irton College, located 
on Girton Road run-

ning north-west out of 
Cambridge, was founded 
in 1869 by Emily Davies 
and Barbara Bodichon, as 
q❦❧ ♠♥♣q ❸⑤➌❧✇✑♣ ④⑤③③❧⑧❧
in Cambridge University. 
Although they could at-
tend lectures and sit exams, 
women were not allowed to 
receive Cambridge degrees 
until 1948. Other colleges 
for women followed (Newn-
❦s➌ ✈✇ ➀✘✂➀ s✇✌ ➊❧❸ ❷s③③➉
now Murray Edwards, in 
1954) and in 1976 Girton 

became co-educational, a trend followed by 
most of the Cambridge colleges.

It turns out that Girton College was the 
alma mater of three of the Association’s early 
members – Annie Maunder, Alice Everett and 
Lilian Martin-Leake; three young women who 
studied together and went on to succeed in di-
➋❧♥♣❧ ♠❧③✌♣✍ ✓❧ ⑥♥❧♣❧✇q ❦❧♥❧ ⑥❧✇ ⑥⑤♥q♥s✈q♣ ⑤❻
their careers.

Annie Maunder

Annie Scott Dill Russell (1868–
1947), later Annie Maunder, was one 
of our most accomplished and distin-
guished members. She was a founder 
member of the BAA and the second 
Editor of the Journal, a post she held 
from 1894–’96 and again from 1917–
’30. Annie was born in Strabane, 
Northern Ireland. She matriculated 
to Girton in 1886 to study mathemat-
ics and achieved the rank of Senior 
Optime (second-class degree) in her 
♠✇s③ ❧✂s➌♣✍
✕✇✇✈❧ ❸s♣ ⑤✇❧ ⑤❻ q❦❧ ♠♥♣q ④⑤❦⑤♥q♣ ⑤❻ ❸⑤➌❧✇

to be hired by the Royal Observatory, Green-
wich (RGO). The women were hired as comput-
ers, reducing the observations made overnight 
by the observers, and were paid on the lowest 
④✈➋✈③ ♣❧♥➋✈④❧ ⑧♥s✌❧➉ ♥❧⑧s♥✌③❧♣♣ ⑤❻ ✦✎s③✈♠④s-
tions. Annie excelled in the job, adding obser-
vational and photographic skills as part of the 
solar department.

❷❧♥ ➍⑤♣♣ ❸s♣ ✭✌❸s♥✌ ✓s③q❧♥ rs✎✇✌❧♥➉ ⑤✇❧
of the prime movers of the Association and the 

♠♥♣q ✭✌✈q⑤♥ ⑤❻ ✈q♣ Journal. In 1888 Maunder’s 
♠♥♣q ❸✈❻❧ ✌✈❧✌➉ ③❧s➋✈✇⑧ ❦✈➌ q⑤ ➍♥✈✇⑧ ✎⑥ ♠➋❧ ④❦✈③-
dren. Maunder proposed to Annie, and she ac-
cepted – but this meant that she had to give up 
her professional post at Greenwich, which was 
only open to unmarried women. Nevertheless, 
she continued to do research as an unpaid as-
sistant to her husband.

❥❦❧ rs✎✇✌❧♥♣ sqq❧✇✌❧✌ ♠➋❧ ♣⑤③s♥ ❧④③✈⑥♣❧♣
together, mostly as part of BAA expeditions. 
Annie’s expertise in solar photography 
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Prof Roger Griffin 
(1935–2021)

⑤⑧❧♥ ❽♥✈❾✇ ✈♣ ③✈❹❧③❶ q⑤ ⑧⑤ ✌⑤❸✇ ✈✇ ❦✈♣q⑤♥❶
as the last astronomer to make systematic 

professional observations from the telescopes 
in Cambridge. For over 50 years, he used a 
spectrograph attached to the observatory’s 
36-inch telescope to measure the orbital speeds 
of binary stars, producing a uniquely long se-
ries of consistent observations from which he 
could determine the periods, physical separa-
tions and masses of the stars.

Roger will also be remembered by many in 
the BAA as a good friend and mentor to ama-
teur observers. In the early days of amateur 
spectroscopy, he was always willing to share 
his insights, and latterly he became an ardent 
campaigner against light pollution, having seen 
how the expansion of university buildings to 
the south of his observatory had impacted his 
own work.

As a student, I remember the warm welcome 
❸❦❧✇ ✜ ➋✈♣✈q❧✌ ❼⑤⑧❧♥ ③sq❧ sq ✇✈⑧❦q✍ ❷❧ ❸⑤✎③✌
allow me to drive the telescope to his next tar-
get and express delight when a binary system 
❦s✌ ✇❧s♥③❶ ④⑤➌⑥③❧q❧✌ ✈q♣ ♠♥♣q ❻✎③③ ⑤♥➍✈q ♣✈✇④❧ q❦❧
♣qs♥q ⑤❻ ❦✈♣ ⑤➍♣❧♥➋sq✈⑤✇♣✍ ❷❧ ❸⑤✎③✌ ♣❦⑤❸ ➌❧ s
graph of how his measurements were returning 

q⑤ q❦❧ ♣s➌❧ ➋❧③⑤④✈q❶ ❦❧ ❦s✌ ♠♥♣q ➌❧s♣✎♥❧✌ ✌❧-
cades previously. The only time when visitors 
were not welcome was at dusk on spring eve-
nings, when Roger would be anxiously taking 
q❦sq ♣❧s♣⑤✇✑♣ ♠✇s③ ➌❧s♣✎♥❧➌❧✇q♣ ⑤❻ ♣qs♥♣ ✈✇ q❦❧
winter sky.

Roger arrived in Cambridge as an undergrad-
uate in 1954 and went on to complete a PhD 
at the Cambridge Observatories. ✔✎q q❦❧ ✌❧♠✇-
ing moment of his career came in 1967 with the 
publication of a now classic paper,1 describing 
the spectrograph that he would go on to use 
for the rest of his life. The principle behind 
the instrument – correlating spectra against 

a template recorded on photographic plate to 
determine their redshifts – is still widely used 
today, albeit in a digitised form.

From 1975, Roger began publishing his 
observations in the journal The Observatory, 
where they formed a continuous numbered 
series of papers, ‘Spectroscopic binary orbits 
from photoelectric radial velocities’. Roger 
continued this series for the rest of his life; the 
last paper, number 265, appeared in 2019. This 
is surely the longest continuous series of papers 
in the astronomical literature, and it seems un-
likely to be surpassed.

Roger was not a man to do anything by half 
measures. Outside astronomy, his great passion 
was running, and he was a formidable athlete. 
❷❧ ♥s✇ q❦❧ London Marathon eleven times, and 
in 2003, aged 68, ran the fastest time of any-
body his age or older – 3h 30min.
✜q ❸s♣ ✌♥❧s✌❻✎③③❶ ♣s✌ q❦sq ❼⑤⑧❧♥✑♣ ♠✇s③ ➍sqq③❧

with Alzheimer’s disease coincided with the 
③⑤④❹✌⑤❸✇ ⑤❻ ➅➆➅➆✍ ❷❧ ⑥s♣♣❧✌ s❸s❶ ⑥❧s④❧❻✎③③❶
at his home on 2021 February 12, aged 85.  
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Annie Maunder (1868–1947).
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